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INTRODUCTION AND MANDATE

Background
A review of teacher education, chaired by Dr. Bernard Shapiro, was undertaken in 1994, culminating in a
report entitled Teacher Education in Nova Scotia: An Honourable Past, An Alternative Future. The
Shapiro Report, as it came to be known, recommended sweeping changes to the teacher education
system in Nova Scotia. Among these changes were the closure of the Nova Scotia Teacher’s College and
the teacher education programs at Dalhousie and Saint Mary’s universities. A two-year, 60-credit-hour
Bachelor of Education program (BEd) was adopted to be offered by Acadia, Mount Saint Vincent, and
St. Francis Xavier universities, with Université Sainte-Anne providing the BEd for francophone students.
The Shapiro Report also resulted in the establishment of enrolment corridors to adjust downward the
number of BEd graduates to reflect more closely the demand for teachers in Nova Scotia.
A second review of teacher education took place in 2000. The Post-Shapiro Review of Teacher Education
in Nova Scotia focused primarily on assessing the implementation of the Shapiro recommendations. A
significant number of Post-Shapiro Report recommendations were not addressed and form a large part of
the Review Panel’s mandate. As well, demands on the teacher education system have changed
significantly over the past seven years. Consequently, the Minister of Education, the Honourable Karen
Casey, established the current Teacher Education Review Panel in the spring of 2007, with a request to
report by December 2007.

2007 Teacher Education Review Panel
Members of the current review panel, appointed by the Minister of Education are Dr. Daniel O’Brien,
former president of St. Thomas University; the Honourable Myra Freeman, educator and former lieutenant
governor of Nova Scotia; and Mr. Bill Whelan, former superintendent of four school boards in Nova Scotia
and Newfoundland and Labrador. Support for the panel was provided by Ms. Shannon Delbridge, Director
of Corporate Policy, Nova Scotia Department of Education, and Dr. Sandy Fraser, former professor of
education at Acadia University.

Mandate
With the overarching goal of improving the quality of public education in Nova Scotia, the purpose of this
review was to take the “pulse” of teacher education in the province. Unlike the Shapiro review, it was not
intended to consider fundamental changes to the system. Its mandate was to review progress in light of
the two previous reports on teacher education, to recommend policy directions on several specific issues,
and to advise on current issues facing the system and necessary course corrections. Specifically, the
mandate given to the Review Panel was to
y review progress made in addressing issues raised in the Post-Shapiro review of Teacher Education
in Nova Scotia
y provide a policy recommendation with regard to the arrangements established by Nova Scotian
universities in conjunction with universities outside of Nova Scotia related to the BEd program,
specifically Cape Breton University’s co-operative arrangement with Memorial University of
Newfoundland’s BEd program and Saint Mary’s articulation agreement with the University of Maine
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y make recommendations regarding the existing corridors for teacher education, taking into account
information contained in the latest teacher supply and demand report, specifically the Nova Scotia
Public Education Teacher Supply and Demand: 2007 Update Report, and including a review of the
specialty areas assigned to teacher education institutions
y recommend a course of action with regard to the introduction of a more flexible delivery
arrangement (in terms of time) for the 60-credit-hour BEd program
y review the curriculum of current BEd programs to determine if increased focus needs to be placed
on the “practical” aspects of teacher education such as assessment, learning adaptations,
classroom management, and semestering planning
y if changes to the BEd program are recommended, identify potential implications for the delivering of
MEd programs
y recommend appropriate advisory or consultative mechanisms to address the flow of information
and advice both among partners and to the Minister of Education
y identify teacher education issues raised in the course of consultations and the preparation of this
report
y recommend a process for all four Atlantic provinces that would lead to pro forma certification of
teachers who graduate from Atlantic universities with approved teacher education programs
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RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE REVIEW PANEL

Recommendation 1
The Review Panel recommends that a Minister’s Advisory Council on Teacher Education be
established to identify and advise the Minister of Education on current and emerging issues
relating to teacher education in Nova Scotia and to recommend policy and program directions to
ensure the continued efficacy, relevancy, and responsiveness to the Nova Scotian public
education system (More detail on this recommendation is provided in Chapter 4.).
Recommendation 2
The Review Panel recommends that the existing enrolment corridors for teacher education
programs (Acadia University 115, Mount Saint Vincent University 115, St. Francis Xavier 101*,
USA 80) be maintained with one adjustment (Recommendation 3).
Recommendation 3
The Review Panel recommends that the BEd enrolment corridor of 115* at St. Francis Xavier
University, as recommended by the Post-Shapiro Report, be fully funded.
Recommendation 4
The Review Panel recommends that universities with approved programs be encouraged to
introduce compressed delivery options in response to student needs.
Recommendation 5
The Review Panel recommends that the Minister of Education request that Université SainteAnne reassess and provide evidence of the need to continue its five-year integrated program.
Recommendation 6
The Review Panel recommends that Acadia University suspend admissions to its integrated
BSc/BEd program and submit a request to offer this program to the Minister of Education for
approval as recommended by the Maritime Provinces Higher Education Commission.
Recommendation 7
The Review Panel recommends that the Minister’s Advisory Council on Teacher Education
examine regularly, as part of its mandate, the balance between the theoretical and applied
aspects of the BEd programs and recommend changes where necessary.
Recommendation 8
The Review Panel recommends that the Minister of Education establish a task force to review
practicum-related concerns and develop recommendations to improve the quality of the practicum
of the BEd program. (The task force should include representation from the key parties, including
university and school board officials engaged in the practicum placement process. Preferably the
chair would be an independent appointee who is knowledgeable of university-based professional
practice learning.)
Recommendation 9
The Review Panel recommends that school boards, with support from the Department of
Education and the Nova Scotia Teachers Union, develop a resourced, province-wide induction
program to support new teachers.
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Recommendation 10
The Review Panel recommends that discussions at the ministerial level be held between the
governments of Nova Scotia and Newfoundland and Labrador regarding the practice of
universities offering programs outside their own jurisdictions, which compromises the policy
directions of the receiving province.
Recommendation 11
The Review Panel recommends that the Registrar of Teacher Certification reassess the
education program at the University of Maine to ensure that certification requirements are
being met.
Recommendation 12
The Review Panel recommends that the Minister of Education advise Saint Mary’s University of
the government’s policy of regulating teacher supply and its continued support for the
rationalization of the BEd program in four institutions in Nova Scotia and request that Saint Mary’s
consider a discontinuation of the articulation agreement with the University of Maine.
Recommendation 13
The Review Panel recommends that Nova Scotian school boards give priority in the allocation of
practicum places to students from approved BEd programs offered by institutions in Nova Scotia.
Recommendation 14
The Review Panel recommends that the Minister of Education advise Dalhousie University of the
government’s policy of regulating teacher supply and its continued support for the rationalization
of the BEd program in four institutions in Nova Scotia and request that Dalhousie consider a
discontinuation of the arrangement with Memorial University.
Recommendation 15
The Review Panel recommends that the Minister of Education introduce legislation to provide the
Minister with explicit authority that requires ministerial approval for any Nova Scotian university
intending to introduce BEd programs directly or through articulated agreements with other
universities. This approval would assist the province in managing the supply of teachers.
Recommendation 16
The Review Panel recommends that the proposal by Cape Breton University to deliver its own
BEd program not be approved.
Recommendation 17
The Review Panel recommends that the Minister of Education advise Cape Breton University of
the government’s policy of regulating teacher supply and its continued support for the
rationalization of the BEd program in four institutions in Nova Scotia and request that Cape
Breton University consider a discontinuation of the arrangement with Memorial University.
Recommendation 18
The Review Panel recommends that the Minister create a committee to examine the development
of a standardized assessment against agreed upon criteria as a component of the Nova Scotia
teacher certification process.
Recommendation 19
The Review Panel recommends that the Department of Education develop a communications
strategy to alert high school and university students and their parents of the current labour market
realities for prospective teachers.
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CHAPTER 1
THE REVIEW PROCESS

The Review Panel initiated its work in May 2007. The process began with a series of meetings with key
informants, including
y Dennis Cochrane, Deputy Minister of Education
y Wayne Doggett, Senior Executive Director of Higher Education, and Greg Ells, Director of
Colleges and Universities, Department of Education
y Dr. Alan Lowe, Senior Executive Director of Public Schools, Department of Education
y Brett Woodbury, Registrar of Teacher Certification, Department of Education
The Review Panel also met with the deans and directors of education at the four universities mandated to
offer the BEd program in Nova Scotia, specifically Dr. Jim Sharpe and Dr. Robert Berard from Mount
Saint Vincent, Dr. David MacKinnon from Acadia, Dr. Joe Norris from St. Francis Xavier and Dr. Barry
Rowe from Université Sainte-Anne. This meeting was held to outline the Review Panel’s mandate and
review the process to be undertaken in conducting the review.
The Review Panel also met with representatives from Cape Breton University and Saint Mary’s University
to review the process that would be undertaken and to receive some clarification of the activities and
intent of these institutions as they relate to the Review Panel’s mandate. This meeting included
Dr. Jane Lewis from Cape Breton University and Dr. Terry Murphy and Dr. Esther Enns from
Saint Mary’s University.
Input and information were gathered to support the review process through the following means:
y the development and administration of a site-based questionnaire (Appendix A) for each of the four
mandated institutions to provide the Review Panel with an overview of the key program elements and
nuances related to each institution
y submissions in response to a written request from the Review Panel to the two institutions that have
arrangements with institutions outside of Nova Scotia to obtain information related to these
arrangements and their intent with regard to the BEd program offering in the future
y site visits to each of the six institutions referenced above, which included meetings with the senior
university leadership and teacher education administration, part-time and full-time faculty, and first-year
and second-year students enrolled in the program
y an analysis of the teacher supply and demand situation in Nova Scotia, based on the Nova Scotia
Public Education Teacher Supply and Demand: 2007 Update Report (Its executive summary is
provided in Appendix B.)
y an analysis of the data provided from a survey of teacher education program faculty in Nova
Scotia, recent BEd graduates who have had at least 30 days of teaching experience since
graduation, school principals, and co-operating teachers (This survey was conducted as part of a
national survey undertaken by the Society for the Advancement of Excellence in Education.
Significant over sampling was contracted by the Nova Scotia Department of Education, and the
survey was customized to meet the information request of the Teacher Education Review Panel.
Excerpts from the survey report are provided in Appendix C.)
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y a one-day facilitated consultation workshop with 45 senior administrators from the eight school
boards in the province (A discussion guide to assist boards in preparing for the workshop was also
developed. See Appendix D.)
y meetings with a range of key informants, including the Council of Nova Scotia University
Presidents, Nova Scotia Teachers Union, Minister’s Advisory Committee on Teacher Certification,
Nova Scotia School Boards Association, and the Council on Mi’kmaq Education
y presentations from Dalhousie University, the Tri-County Regional School Board, the Cape
Breton-Victoria Regional School Board, and the South Shore Regional School Board
y written submissions received from 54 interested organizations (These organizations are listed in
Appendix E.)
The mandate of the Review Panel did not include an extensive review of the literature; however, the
Review Panel made use of two recent authoritative studies that have considerable relevance to its
mandate. The first study, Educating School Teachers, was written by Arthur Levine, former president
of the Teacher’s College, Columbia University, and was sponsored by the President Woodrow Wilson
National Fellowship Foundation (2006). This study reported the findings of a four-year investigation
that, among other things, identified the characteristics of exemplary teacher education programs in the
United States.
The second major report, How The World’s Best Performing School Systems Come Out On Top, was
published in September 2007 by McKinsey and Company. This report summarized the findings of a major
research initiative designed to identify common characteristics of top rated school systems around the
world. It was commissioned by the Organization of Economic Cooperation and Development and
authored by Michael Barber and Mona Mourshed. References to the central findings of these two studies
will be made at appropriate points throughout this report.
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CHAPTER 2
BACKGROUND AND UNDERLYING CONSIDERATIONS

Antecedents
Prior to 1994, teacher education programs were offered by eight institutions in Nova Scotia. Wide
variation existed in the nature of these programs, and there was a significant oversupply of teachers.
Reporting on the teacher education system which existed at that time, the Shapiro Report identified three
critical factors necessary for a successful teacher education system. These included the necessity for a
post-baccalaureate 60-credit-hour BEd, the need to more carefully manage enrolment corridors and
teacher supply, and a sufficient concentration of faculty in an institution, to ensure quality programs. The
Post-Shapiro Report reaffirmed the efficacy of these directions.

Teacher Certification in Nova Scotia and Mobility within Canada
The Nova Scotian teacher certification regulations of August 1, 2000, require a minimum of two years of
an approved program of professional studies for the permanent Initial Teacher Certificate. The regulatory
definitions define a year of study as five full courses of study or 30 credit hours of study. The regulations
do not define any required calendar time frame during which the two years of study must be completed.
Accordingly, different institutions offer the 60-credit-hour pre-service teacher education program in
various formats.
The standard two-year teacher education program from a Nova Scotian university represents a minimum
of 60 credit hours of study over two academic years, which is effectively spread over two calendar years.
This is the format for all four teacher education institutions in Nova Scotia (Acadia University, Mount Saint
Vincent University, St. Francis Xavier University, and Université Sainte-Anne). However, two institutions
also have alternative formats.
At present, the University of Prince Edward Island and University of New Brunswick also offer pre-service
teacher education programs in this standard two-year, two-semester format. Other universities offer 60credit-hour teacher education programs in formats that differ from the standard format. Memorial
University of Newfoundland and Labrador, St. Thomas University, the University of Maine at Fort Kent,
and the University of Maine at Presque Isle offer teacher education programs in shorter time frames.
These institutions are noted because they produce graduates who often seek certification to teach in
Nova Scotia.
Nova Scotia also receives approximately 135 applications per year from teachers who received their BEd
in Canadian jurisdictions other than the Atlantic provinces. Over the last decade, since all Canadian
jurisdictions signed the Agreement on Internal Trade, discussions have been under way with registrars of
teacher certification to meet the objectives under Chapter Seven of this agreement related to labour
mobility. Advances have been made within the teacher certification regimes across the country to support
labour mobility.
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Current Teacher Labour Market in Nova Scotia
There is considerable labour market information on the supply and demand for teachers in Nova Scotia.
The Review Panel accepts the importance of using these data to continue to rationalize the province’s
investment in education and to guide policy decisions to ensure an appropriate balance between the
demand for teachers and the supply of teachers from all sources. Labour market information also
provides direction on system needs in particular subject or specialty areas.
The Review Panel examined the Nova Scotia Public Education Teacher Supply and Demand: 2007
Update Report. This Report was publicly released in December 2007. It examines the many factors that
were taken into account when forecasting the supply and demand for teachers. These included pending
retirements, other types of attrition, program and enrolment changes, the number of graduates from
teacher education programs in Nova Scotia, the mobility of teachers, graduates from other
provinces/institutions seeking certification in Nova Scotia, and the substitute teaching labour pool.
Based on this report, it is predicted that Nova Scotia will not experience an aggregate shortage of
teachers over the forecast period through to 2014-15. In fact, these data indicate an oversupply of
teachers due to the significant growth in the number of teachers seeking certification in Nova Scotia since
2004-05. Over the past three years, Nova Scotia has experienced a significant increase in the number of
graduates seeking certification, due to the number of individuals enrolled in institutions outside Nova
Scotia. It is noteworthy that of the approximately 1000 new certificates issued annually, about 400 of the
applicants were awarded to graduates who completed their BEd degree from universities with approved
programs in Nova Scotia. The remaining 600 completed their BEd degrees from sources outside the
province, primarily Memorial University, the University of New Brunswick, and the University of Maine.
There has been a 25 percent increase in the number of certificates issued since the last forecast, in 2004.
The report also highlights a critical issue related to the loss of investment in human capital in Nova Scotia.
Every year, on average, Nova Scotia loses over 700 teachers (21 percent) from the substitute pool.
These teachers either leave the province or leave the profession. Based on a survey of substitute
teachers in 2004, most teachers prefer to stay and work in Nova Scotia, but it is difficult for them to make
a living wage with so many substitutes in the pool coupled with the slow transition to full-time permanent
employment.
The data in the report support this conclusion and illustrate the point by summarizing the labour market
outcomes of the 2,233 teachers who were substituting in 2000-01. Five years later, in 2005-06, only 23
percent of substitute teachers who were teaching in 2000-01 had attained a permanent teaching position
and only 16.8 percent a term position. Approximately one-fifth (21 percent) of the substitute teachers who
were substituting in 2000-01 were substituting in 2005-06. Almost 40 percent of the substitute teachers
from 2000-01 were not active in the Nova Scotian public school system five years later. These data show
that some teachers will continue to substitute; however, a large number leave the Nova Scotian public
school education system. It is important to note that these data also highlight that teachers who have
obtained either a term or permanent position are much less likely to leave the province or the profession.
While Nova Scotia currently has a significant oversupply in the substitute teacher pool, it is not evenly
distributed across the province. School boards other than Halifax report continued difficulty obtaining
substitute teachers throughout the year.
A second research initiative conducted by the Department of Education relates tangentially to the review
of teacher education in Nova Scotia. The Audit of Teaching Assignments highlights the degree of
alignment between the courses taught in the 11 junior and senior high school subjects and the
undergraduate major or minor of the teachers.
These reports together provide a clearer picture of the labour market supply in Nova Scotia, particularly
upon examination of the labour pool available in certain subject areas. For example, the first report
forecasts a tight labour market for math teachers, and stresses the importance of universities continuing
to admit more BEd candidates with a math-related undergraduate degree. The second report highlights
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that a large number of courses are being taught by teachers with no major or minor undergraduate
degree related to math. The data also show that a significant number of current teachers in junior and
senior high who have a major or minor in math but have not been assigned to teach math.
This latter finding raises the question: Is the system short of math teachers or is it appropriately deploying
teachers?

Observations from Two Significant Reports Related to
Teacher Education
Although the Review Panel recognizes that much has been written on the subject of teacher quality and
the efficacy of teacher education programs, two studies in particular were of interest to it.
The study by Arthur Levine, Educating School Teachers, calls attention to characteristics that are present
in exemplary teacher education institutions. These include the development of a common agreement of
the knowledge and skills teachers need to possess upon graduation, field experiences that begin early
and provide immediate application of theory to real classroom situations, a closer connection between the
teacher education program and the school systems in which the students teach, a rigorous selection of
co-operating teachers who are then supported professionally, high admission standards or high
graduation standards or both, and regular self-assessment and curricular improvement.
The second significant research report was produced by McKinsey and Company for the Organization of
Economic Cooperation and Development and sought to understand why some of the world’s educational
systems perform significantly better than others and why some reforms succeed, while others fail. The
Review Panel notes that the conclusions in the McKinsey Report might be instructive in considering
quality improvements in teacher education in Nova Scotia. The principal findings include more rigorous
processes for selecting teacher education candidates, such as pre-screening for communication and
interpersonal skills, motivation to teach, and standardized tests of literacy and numeracy.
Many of the characteristics identified in these two studies are not evident in the Nova Scotian public
school system and as such may be suggestive of directions for improvements.

Summary of Findings from the Society for the Advancement of
Excellence in Education Survey
During the review a research team from the Society for the Advancement of Excellence in Education
(SAEE) was in the early stages of undertaking a national study of teacher education. The main purpose of
the study was to survey graduates, school principals, and education faculty regarding the nature and
quality of teacher education programs. Respondents were asked to rate the emphasis and value of a
number of areas of knowledge and skill typically found in teacher education programs and provide their
views on the preparedness of graduates to teach. The Nova Scotian portion of the study also included a
survey of co-operating teachers. The following provides a summary of the key findings of the study. (See
Appendix C.)
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Overall Preparedness for Teaching
Graduates, principals, co-operating teachers, and faculty were asked to rate how well prepared they feel
graduates are for teaching. The results are presented in Table 1 below.
Table 1
SAEE Report: Preparedness of Graduates (%)
Respondents

Very well

Fairly well

Not well

Graduates

24.8

51

24.2

Principals

11

74

15

Co-operating teachers

28

57

15

Faculty

70

26

4

Overall, the ratings indicated graduates were fairly well to well prepared. However, with the exception of
faculty members, the majority of ratings fall into the fairly well prepared category. The ratings of faculty
members are almost the reverse of the other three respondent groups, indicating a clear discrepancy
between those preparing teachers and those in the field.

Program Content—Graduates
This part of the study asked respondents to rate 18 content areas commonly found in teacher education
programs. Respondents were asked to rate the emphasis on and usefulness of these content areas.
Regarding program content area emphasis and content area importance, graduates reported
considerable agreement in areas such as subject specific teaching methods and dealing with diversity,
giving high ratings for both. Graduates also reported congruently low ratings in the areas of ethical/moral
issues and the sociology of education. However, there were some areas rated highly useful by graduates
but felt by them to be underemphasized. This incongruence was found in the areas of classroom
management, motivating students to learn, conflict resolution, and dealing with parents and the
community.

Program Content/Preparedness—Principals, Co-operating Teachers, and Faculty
Principals, co-operating teachers, and faculty were asked to rate the same content areas but on a slightly
different three-point scale from “very important” to “not at all important” followed by a “how well prepared”
scale. Generally there was reasonable agreement in ratings of the content areas across all groups with
regard to importance. The exceptions to this were a greater importance placed by faculty on the areas of
sociology and philosophy of education than that by principals and co-operating teachers while the latter
group placed a greater importance on classroom management than did faculty.
The findings for preparedness revealed strikingly higher ratings by faculty than by principals or cooperating teachers across all content areas. Very few principals gave ratings of “very well prepared”
across all content areas, and co-operating teachers were only slightly more positive.
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The three groups were close in their ratings of preparedness in computer technology, and they all gave
low ratings to preparedness in conflict resolution, dealing with parents and the community, school district
structure and administration, and legal issues and school law. Faculty members were considerably more
positive in their ratings of preparedness in the areas of classroom management, the provincial curriculum,
and dealing with diversity among children.

Teaching Knowledge and Skill
Graduates, principals, co-operating teachers, and faculty were given a lengthy list of areas of knowledge
and skill that education students might reasonably be expected to acquire during their preparation to
become teachers. Respondents were asked to rate the items on the list regarding their importance and
preparedness. There was considerable agreement across all groups with regard to importance. With
regard to preparedness, some general patterns emerged. Faculty, more than other groups, believe their
graduates are prepared. Graduates gave generally lower ratings of preparedness than did faculty but
higher than did principals and co-operating teachers. Co-operating teachers generally rated preparedness
of graduates higher than did principals.

Other Findings
In addition to the core findings previously summarized, the SAEE study also provided other information
useful to the Review Panel on the perceptions of principals, co-operating teachers, and faculty regarding
the structure of programs and admission standards.
All three groups generally preferred the consecutive or post-baccalaureate program model across both
elementary and secondary levels. Faculty gave the highest ratings, followed by co-operating teachers,
and principals gave the lowest ratings.
Admission standards were considered to be “about right” by all three groups in the same descending
order of faculty (86 percent), co-operating teachers (71 percent) and principals (65 percent). Only 21
percent of principals, 12 percent of co-operating teachers, and 4 percent of faculty felt the admission
standards are too high.
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CHAPTER 3
ISSUES AND CONCERNS
This chapter presents an overview of the most frequently identified issues and concerns raised through
written submissions and the Review Panel’s consultations. Some of these were directly related to the
Review Panel’s mandate, while others emerged independently.

Quality of Teacher Preparation
The issue of quality in the preparation of teachers quickly emerged as a key consideration. The emphasis
on ensuring quality was evident in the Review Panel’s site visits, consultations, and written submissions.
While the Review Panel stresses that its mandate did not include responsibility for comprehensive
program evaluation, recurring themes were heard on areas that are lacking in the preparation of teachers
for today’s classroom.
Of particular note were the recurring comments about the inadequate skill development in terms of
classroom management, program planning for students with special needs, differentiated instruction,
diversity, conflict resolution, and year-long program planning.
Another area of concern was informed by the findings contained in the SAEE Survey and the Levine
Report. The SAEE survey revealed significant discordance between the programming areas that are
viewed to be most important by the leaders in the public school system contrasted with the university
faculty. The Levine report highlighted the importance of developing a common agreement by all partners
of the skills and competencies required of teachers and stressed the need for a closer connection
between the teacher education program and the school systems.

Teacher Supply and Demand
A second major issue relates to teacher supply and demand. The Shapiro Report recognized the
importance of achieving balance in the supply of and demand for teachers as a responsible approach to
human capital management. To address the significant oversupply in the early to mid-1990s, the
government adopted the Shapiro recommendation to reduce the number of institutions offering the
teacher education program in Nova Scotia and to introduce the concept of enrolment corridors.
The policy aims of the Shapiro Report have undergone considerable erosion over the ensuing years.
Three institutions in Nova Scotia have taken action contrary to the policy intent of the rationalization in the
1990s, and these actions have added to the oversupply of teachers. It is important to note that, while the
three institutions are not solely responsible for the current oversupply of teachers, they do play a role.
Gaining control over supply is made difficult by two factors: the lack of provincial jurisdiction in regulating
non-Nova Scotian programs and the authority vested in Nova Scotian universities to negotiate
agreements with universities outside the province to partner in BEd programs not offered by the host
Nova Scotian university. This lack of ability to control supply is problematic when a jurisdiction such as
Nova Scotia prudently monitors the teacher labour market and implements specific policies to ensure an
appropriate balance between supply and demand. As the pool of substitute teachers grows, available
employment is spread more thinly. As a result, over 700 teachers are leaving the province or the
profession every year, largely because they cannot find employment in the province.
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While the substitute pool has seen dramatic growth in recent years, these teachers are not equally
distributed throughout the province, and rural areas continue to identify challenges in obtaining substitute
teachers. The Review Panel stresses that the solution to the lack of a sufficient substitute labour pool in
rural or geographically isolated areas is not to overpopulate the labour market but to consider targeted
interventions and incentives to address this problem.

Selection of Candidates for the Program
The selection of candidates to enter teacher education programs was raised as an issue. While most
agreed that labour demand should drive policy decisions on the number of seats available in teacher
education, some argued that limited enrolment corridors in Nova Scotia create a pool of candidates who
choose to go outside the province to access a program. Many of those interviewed questioned the rigour
of admission standards at the University of Maine. A further complication is the fact that the programs at
the University of Maine and Memorial University are not as sensitive as Nova Scotian institutions to the
subject specialization requirements of the Nova Scotia teacher labour market. This has the result of
producing more graduates with subject specializations in areas that are currently oversupplied in Nova
Scotia.

Student Practicum
It became evident to the Review Panel that the quality of the practicum is an area of widespread concern.
The written submissions received during the consultation process focused in large measure on the need
to improve collaboration between the teacher education program and the school system. Among the
concerns raised were the quality and preparation of some of the co-operating teachers, the adequacy of
the practicum experience, the support provided by the university faculty during the practicum,
opportunities and support for a practicum experience in rural schools, and the timing of the practicum
periods.

Program Length and Delivery Models
The Review Panel was presented with a number of perspectives on the issues of program length and
delivery. Many views were expressed, and opinions varied widely, with no clear consensus as to the
optimal length and means of delivery. The Review Panel noted that students currently enrolled in BEd
programs expressed satisfaction with whatever delivery format they were experiencing, regardless of
length. This satisfaction, however, appears subject to erosion over time, as noted by the SAEE study.
Students from the four-semester programs offered over two years at the Nova Scotian institutions rated
the length of their program as “about right” (Acadia and St. Francis Xavier 53 percent, Mount Saint
Vincent 46 percent). This contrasts with the figure of 90 percent for Maine and Memorial students who
preferred their three-semester programs offered over 12 to 15 months. Students in the 15-month
compressed program at Université Sainte-Anne expressed satisfaction with the length of their program.
The Review Panel also heard varying comments about the six years of education required to receive a
BEd degree, with some indicating that it might be too long, while others noted the increase in the quality
of the graduating students since the longer program was introduced.
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Communication and Responsiveness to the Changing Needs of
the Classroom
One of the concerns most frequently heard by the Review Panel related to the lack of communication and
collaboration among the key sectors, including the Department of Education, school boards, schools, the
Nova Scotia Teachers Union, and the universities offering approved BEd programs. The needs of the
public school system in Nova Scotia are continually changing, but there is no formalized communication
about how these needs can be best addressed through changes in the BEd program. While some
universities have instituted structures to facilitate communication within the surrounding school board
districts, there appears to be little systematic interaction across the province.
Respondents throughout the consultation process commented on the need for an ongoing mechanism for
communication and consultation among all sectors to promote ongoing system renewal and to ensure
responsiveness to issues as they emerge. There are currently several committee structures that deal with
various levels of interaction with regard to teacher preparation. In some cases their mandate is not clear
or has been eroded over time, or they may not be fulfilling the purpose for which they were created.
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CHAPTER 4
RECOMMENDATIONS

Chapter 2 in this report provided an overview of selected background information and describes the
underlying considerations with respect to teacher education programming. Chapter 3 highlighted the most
commonly heard concerns related to teacher education from a variety of stakeholders. This chapter
outlines the 19 recommendations of the Review Panel and draws upon selected information from the two
chapters noted above to provide a context for the recommendations as appropriate.

Consultative, Advisory Mechanism
During the Review Panel’s deliberations it became evident that the wide range of concerns raised could
have been managed effectively had some form of overarching mechanism been in place to facilitate
communication among those involved in teacher education. These issues include the balance between
the theoretical and applied aspects of the BEd curriculum, teacher supply and demand, teacher
certification, and the practicum. Members of the Review Panel believe their work would have been
unnecessary had the right structure and accountabilities been in place.
The Review Panel feels strongly that a consultative, advisory mechanism is crucial to the development of
a high-quality and responsive teacher education system in the province. Consequently, the Review Panel
considers its recommendation on this issue to be central to this Report.
The need for a mechanism to increase communication among those involved in teacher education is not
a new issue. The Shapiro Report spoke of the need for advisory committees to faculties of education. In
1995 a report from the Council of Nova Scotia University Presidents Report on the Academic Transition
for Teacher Education recommended that a Provincial Council on Teacher Education be established and
proposed a mandate and membership. The Post-Shapiro Report revisited this issue and suggested that a
more broadly based committee be struck. These recommendations were not advanced.
Currently there are several committee structures that have mandates related to various aspects of
teacher education in Nova Scotia. They include the following:
y the Minister’s Advisory Committee on Teacher Certification, which was established by regulation and
whose purpose is to offer advice to the Minister on all aspects of teacher certification policy, including a
mandate to scrutinize and evaluate new programs in teacher education; make recommendations with
regard to appropriate standards for teacher certification; investigate and advise on matters referred to it
by the Minister, the Certification Appeals Committee, or other appropriate organizations; review trends
in certification at the national and regional levels; advise on the updating, publication, and
dissemination of a policy handbook on teacher certification; and conduct periodic reviews at intervals of
not less than four years of regulations and policies dealing with certification in Nova Scotia
y the Inter-University Committee on Teacher Education, which was established by the four institutions
offering mandated BEd programs to provide an ongoing forum for discussing common issues and to
work collaboratively and resolve challenges

y the Maritime Provinces Higher Education Commission (MPHEC) is a structure defined by legislation
that was established by the three provinces to address quality assurance of academic programs,
collect and disseminate data and information, stimulate Maritime co-operation for university education,
and administer funding transfers for regional programs (In relation to teacher education, the MPHEC
has a mandate to assess academic programs and monitor institutional quality assurance.)
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The Review Panel has noted that some universities have renewed efforts to establish institution-specific
advisory committees with school boards in their region. These efforts may address some issues related to
the teacher education program but they are not system wide and there are no formal commitments or
reporting requirements that relate specifically to teacher education.
Throughout the consultation, the Review Panel heard from all partners that such a mechanism must be
transparent and focused on achieving tangible results. It should be created formally, with a specific
mandate to address issues concerning teacher education in the province. The Review Panel believes it
should be as inclusive as possible, operate in a collaborative atmosphere, and have a policy advisory
role. The Review Panel also encourages the Department of Education to supply the financial and human
resources necessary to support such an important entity.
Therefore, the Review Panel recommends that
No. 1

a Minister’s Advisory Council on Teacher Education be established to identify and advise the
Minister of Education on current and emerging issues relating to teacher education in Nova
Scotia and to recommend policy and program directions to ensure the continued efficacy,
relevancy, and responsiveness to the Nova Scotian public education system.

Detailed terms of reference should be developed outlining the mandate, authority, accountabilities,
reporting structure, membership and membership renewal processes, supporting secretariat, and budget
available to the advisory council.
Membership in the newly created advisory council, or MACTE, should comprise representation from Nova
Scotian universities with approved programs in teacher education, school board administrators
representing rural and urban communities, the Nova Scotia School Boards Association, the Nova Scotia
Teachers Union, and the Department of Education, including the Registrar of Teacher Certification. A
representative from each of the Council on Mi’kmaq Education and the Council on African Canadian
Education should also be invited, as well as a recent graduate from a Nova Scotian approved institution
who has gained some employment experience.
The Minister of Education would appoint an arms-length chair to preside over the advisory council. An
arm’s-length chair would facilitate impartiality, credibility, and a level of objectivity that is important in the
work of the advisory council. A senior staff member of the Department of Education should be assigned
responsibility to serve as the staff-level conduit between the committee and the department.
Recognizing that other universities in Nova Scotia, while not mandated to offer a BEd degree, have a role
to play in producing undergraduates who may apply to the teacher education programs, the Review Panel
stresses the importance of ensuring that these institutions are aware of relevant emerging issues
addressed by the MACTE and that opportunities need to be provided on a regular basis to ensure that
they have input into the MACTE discussions. This should include an invitation to those institutions not
represented on the MACTE to share their views with the council at least once per year.
The council would meet quarterly to address its mandate or address specific issues referred to it by the
Minister and would provide the Minister with a copy of the meeting proceedings. The council would
provide an annual report to the Minister, or more often as the Minister requires.
The MACTE would identify and consider current and emerging issues, gather information from various
stakeholders to support its deliberations, make recommendations on key policy issues and program
imperatives, and advise on issues that relate to teacher education. The MACTE might consider system
responsiveness to labour market trends or imbalances, the identification of issues requiring policy
development or program change in the teacher education system, identify issues and policy directions
relating to teacher certification, monitor trends related to selection criteria and admission standards to
ensure high-quality candidates, and advise on efforts to recruit and accommodate under-represented
groups in teacher education.
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Enrolment Corridors
One of the cornerstones of the Shapiro Report was to address the problem, at that time, of a serious
oversupply of teachers in Nova Scotia. This was accomplished by establishing enrolment corridors for the
institutions with approved BEd programs. Thus, the principle of sensitivity to teacher supply and demand
as an underpinning of the teacher education system was established.
The question of teacher supply and demand is deceptively simple at first glance but is actually an
extremely complex matter. Many factors contribute to this complexity, such as anticipated vacancies
within the current number of teaching positions in Nova Scotia due to retirements, attrition, and program
changes; the number and subject specialties of BEd graduates from institutions with approved BEd
programs; the influx of teachers who receive their professional training in other Canadian jurisdictions; the
number of Nova Scotian residents who are graduates of institutions outside the country; the size, location,
and attrition of the current pool of substitute teachers and the availability of an adequate size of substitute
labour in rural areas; the long transition from substituting to term and then permanent teaching status;
and the availability of French-speaking teachers who have the needed subject specialty backgrounds.
The extensive research undertaken by the Department of Education since 2001 provides carefully
considered empirical data on the question of teacher supply and demand and provides a firm foundation
upon which to develop policy. It provides a strong understanding of the dynamics of the teacher labour
market and the implications for the substitute teacher labour market that must inform decision making in
this area. This forecast update is very timely, and the Review Panel considers these data to be of
fundamental importance in determining recommendations on enrolment corridors.
The mandate of the Nova Scotian government is to fund sufficient places at the four institutions with
approved BEd programs to serve the needs of the province’s public school system. Close scrutiny of the
current data on supply and demand reveals that no adjustment to the present aggregate enrolment
corridor is needed. There has been a 25-percent growth in the substitute teacher labour market since
2004, and 700 teachers leave the Nova Scotian system every year. While some may argue that this
cushion allows school boards the opportunity to exercise greater choice, oversupplying the profession is
wasteful of human capital and unfair to graduates who are keen to contribute to public education but
cannot make a sufficient living wage. Sadly for many the only choice is to leave the profession or leave
the province. As highlighted in the McKinsey report, competitive entry attracts high-quality candidates and
elevates the status of the profession. Conversely, oversupplying the labour market over time will erode
the status of the profession as the most qualified students will make other career choices.
The Review Panel recognizes that there are shortages of teachers in a small number of subject areas
and that some school boards have difficulty in finding a sufficient number of substitute teachers. There is
a particular shortage of French first language and immersion teachers. The Review Panel believes some
of the subject area shortages may be due to inappropriate assignment of teachers, as indicated in the
Audit of Teaching Assignments. Other shortages can be managed effectively within the present
enrolment corridors through a continuation and expansion of the current practice of Nova Scotian
universities focusing admissions in response to labour market needs. Other initiatives could include the
targeted hiring of more graduates into permanent positions, to facilitate needs in rural areas, and greater
participation by school boards in early hiring job fairs. Further, the Review Panel notes that the substitute
teacher problem might be creatively addressed by school boards hiring a pool of full-time substitute
itinerant teachers.
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Therefore, the Review Panel recommends that
No. 2

the existing enrolment corridors for teacher education programs (Acadia University 115, Mount
Saint Vincent University 115, St. Francis Xavier 101*, USA 80) be maintained, with one
adjustment. (No. 3 below)

The Post-Shapiro Report recommendation 14 stated that the annual funded enrolment corridor for St.
Francis Xavier should be 115. This recommendation was not implemented. The Review Panel supports
the Post-Shapiro recommendation 14 and recommends that
No. 3

the BEd enrolment corridor of 115* at St. Francis Xavier University, as recommended by the
Post-Shapiro Report, be fully funded

The Review Panel endorses the Post-Shapiro recommendation that separate corridors for funding in
music, art, physical education, and technology education are not necessary or helpful. Given the
continued undersupply of French teachers and the university’s recent success in expanding its enrolment
through the Halifax-based program, the Review Panel does not support the Post-Shapiro
recommendation to reduce the enrolment corridor of Université Sainte-Anne. The Review Panel does not
agree that the enrolment corridors at Acadia, Mount Saint Vincent, and St. Francis Xavier universities
should be increased to recognize or anticipate enrolments of French second language teachers; however,
it does support the recommendation that all approved teacher education institutions be permitted to
prepare teachers to offer French as a second language. The preparation of French first language
teachers should remain at Université Sainte-Anne.
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Flexible Delivery of the 60-Credit-Hour BEd Program
The Post-Shapiro Report recommended that universities consider introducing flexibility into the delivery of
their 60-credit-hour BEd program. The only changes in delivery models since that time have been the
introduction of a compressed and integrated program by Université Sainte-Anne at its Halifax campus
and Acadia’s proposed introduction of a five-year integrated BSc/BEd program in math. The Review
Panel asked the universities to reflect upon the issue of flexible delivery, and it was discussed extensively
during the Panel’s site visits to those institutions. The Review Panel also investigated the various flexible
delivery models for the BEd programs across the country and found a variety of approaches in use.
During its site visits, the Review Panel specifically asked students for their views on different delivery
models. The majority of those currently enrolled reported satisfaction with their program regardless of the
delivery model. The Review Panel recognizes that these students were only in the first year or first half of
their second year. It is noteworthy that graduates of the two-year program who were surveyed in the
SAEE study reported only a 50 percent satisfaction level with the two-year program after being in the
field. Satisfaction levels reported by those from compressed programs were significantly higher. Given the
lack of agreement in the student satisfaction data, the Review Panel concludes that the factors affecting
student preferences appear to be associated more with lifestyle issues than with pedagogical
considerations.
Students in the two-year (24-month) model in Nova Scotia commented that they incur smaller student
loans, due to summer employment opportunities, and achieve a better balance between home and school
life. Through the SAEE study, graduates from the compressed programs at Memorial and the University
of Maine reported even higher levels of satisfaction with the shortened program, citing the advantage of
decreased opportunity costs and earlier entry into the labour market.
The faculty at the four universities with approved BEd programs clearly prefer the two-year model. This
model suits the established pattern of the university academic year, the traditional scheduling of faculty
coursework and research, and other traditional customs relating to program duration. It is noteworthy that
the faculty at Université Sainte-Anne were also enthusiastic about their new Halifax-based compressed
BEd program.
The Review Panel was unable to find evidence in the literature that associates efficacy with program
length. Quality depended on the presence of other factors such as a common understanding of the
required skills and knowledge of a teacher, the quality of the practicum experience, rigorous entrance
and/or exit exams, and a close connection between the teacher education program and the school
systems in which the students teach.
The presentations to the Review Panel highlighted that there is no consensus or conclusive evidence on
the most suitable duration of program. However, there is sufficient interest among students for choice to
continue to encourage institutions to explore compressed forms of delivery.
Therefore, the Review Panel recommends that within the 60-credit hour post-baccalaureate BEd degree:
No. 4

universities with approved programs be encouraged to introduce compressed delivery options in
response to student needs
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Five-Year Integrated Program Offering
The Shapiro Report established the 60-credit-hour post-baccalaureate standard for teacher education in
the province, and this model was endorsed by the Post-Shapiro Report. Nevertheless, two institutions
have pursued a five-year integrated BEd program.

Université Sainte-Anne
Despite the Post-Shapiro recommendation that Université Sainte-Anne not be permitted to offer a fiveyear integrated degree, the university received special permission to offer a five-year program at its
Church Point campus. This permission was granted to meet the special needs of the university at the time
and also to reflect the growing shortage of French teachers in the province.
Since that time, major changes have occurred in the program offerings at Université Sainte-Anne. The
university has recently introduced a compressed post-baccalaureate BEd program at its Halifax campus
and the program will experience significant growth in the next admissions cohort.

Acadia University
Very recently, Acadia University proposed the introduction of a five-year integrated BSc/BEd with a major
in math. The Review Panel was informed that this was undertaken in response to initiatives from Acadia’s
math department. To date there is one student enrolled in this program.
Acadia sought program approval from the MPHEC, and the MPHEC responded that the program was not
in alignment with the policy direction of the Government of Nova Scotia. It indicated that specific approval
would have to be granted from the Government in order for Acadia to offer this program. Approval has not
yet been sought. Acadia indicated that it is considering offering a five-year integrated program in teacher
education with a concentration in music. The Review Panel notes the apparent inconsistency in Acadia’s
approach, particularly in light of Acadia’s history as a pioneer of the two-year BEd program and its strong
defence of the two-year delivery model articulated through the consultation process.
The Review Panel is also concerned about the integrated program generally preparing teachers in only
one content area, particularly in light of the challenges highlighted by school boards where teachers often
are required to teach multiple subjects.
Therefore, the Review Panel recommends that
No. 5

the Minister of Education request that Université Sainte-Anne reassess and provide evidence of
the need to continue its five-year integrated program

The Review Panel further recommends that
No. 6

Acadia University suspend admissions to its integrated BSc/BEd program and submit a request to
offer this program to the Minister of Education for approval as recommended by the MPHEC
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Balance Between Theoretical and Applied Aspects of
Teacher Preparation
Over the course of its consultations, the Review Panel heard views on three elements essential to the
preparation of teachers: Students must be exposed to a well-planned curriculum that includes
foundational and applied content, they must engage in school-based practical experiences that are
integrated with the curriculum, and they need support as they transition to their first employment
experience. Universities are mandated the responsibility to take the lead role in the preparation of
teachers, but, as in most professional programs, it is recognized that new graduates require support and
induction. School boards also have a major role to play in pre-service education and in mentoring new
teachers. The Review Panel wishes to address the areas of teacher education curriculum, the practicum,
and teacher induction programs.

Teacher Education Curriculum
The curriculum of teacher education programs is within the purview of universities but should reflect the
needs of the profession, certification requirements, and the public education system overall and should
include an appropriate balance between theoretical and applied aspects. This balance is particularly
challenging with the demands on the classroom teacher and of the public education system changing
rapidly.
Over the course of the consultation process, the Review Panel was made aware of widespread concerns
that there is an underemphasis on the applied aspects of teacher education in the curriculum of
universities with approved BEd programs. This imbalance was particularly highlighted during meetings
with school board elected officials and staff who feel there is a significant amount of in-service
professional development required to address deficiencies. They feel that BEd students are not
sufficiently exposed to the Nova Scotian public school curriculum and that the graduates have limited skill
development in classroom management, differentiated instruction, long-term lesson planning,
assessment practices, and instructional strategies to support students with special needs.
As well, almost all of the written submissions received by the Review Panel noted deficiencies in the
practical application of theoretical coursework. The areas identified across the various submissions
related to short- and long-term lesson planning, literacy and numeracy strategies, behavioural
modification techniques, classroom management, the integration of technology, assessment strategies,
an understanding of the Nova Scotian curriculum, and the ability to communicate effectively with parents.
School boards feel that the universities are generally unresponsive to making significant program
adjustments to address these system needs. This view was further endorsed through the SAEE study
and expressed by principals, co-operating teachers, and recent graduates.
The SAEE study highlights the views of the faculty on the preparedness of graduates and the relative
importance they place on the practical aspects of the program. These views varied significantly from the
views of the others surveyed. This is underscored in the study’s finding that the faculty feel that the
collaboration between faculty and the field is strong, whereas principals and co-operating teachers feel it
is weak.
The Review Panel believes this divergence of views is a serious impediment to establishing top quality
teacher education programs. Universities guard their independence assiduously, and faculty have
expressed the view that they must remain at arm’s length from the school boards and the practical
concerns of the profession. They cite their role as promoters of critical thinking and reflective practice.
While these are laudable positions, they must be balanced with the obligation to develop strong relations
with the profession they exist to serve.
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The Review Panel has concluded that universities with approved BEd programs should be encouraged to
review their curricula on a regular basis to better respond to the needs of today’s classroom. Changes in
this regard are only possible in an atmosphere that is reflective, self-critical, and open to the perceptions
of others — qualities universities themselves strive to instil in their students. While respecting the
autonomy of the universities, the Review Panel believes they would benefit from full and frank exchanges
concerning their teacher education curricula with the other members of the Minister’s Advisory Council on
Teacher Education.
Therefore, the Review Panel recommends that:
No. 7

the Minister’s Advisory Council on Teacher Education, as part of its mandate, regularly examine
the balance between the theoretical and applied aspects of the BEd programs and recommend
changes where necessary

The Practicum
The practicum is an essential element of a teacher education program. The quality of the practicum
experience emerged frequently as a major concern throughout the consultation by all partners, including
school boards, universities, school advisory councils, principals, co-operating teachers, and graduates.
Generally the practicum appears to be adequately managed, but all parties consulted agree that it can be
improved. The general perception is that the practicum is under-resourced and is marred by insufficient
attention to quality control on a number of levels. The range of concerns included
y the timing of the practicum, most notably the lack of a quality experience with students doing
practicums during the pre-holiday time in December; students feel strongly that it would be valuable for
them to have their first second-year placement at the beginning of September to observe how a
teacher establishes classroom routines
y the lack of opportunities in some programs for students to debrief their practicum experiences
y the difficulty in finding sufficient practicum placements, which is exacerbated by pressure on
placements made by Nova Scotian students in programs from institutions outside the province, one of
which offers honorariums to co-operating teachers
y the selection and under-preparation of some co-operating teachers and a lack of appropriate
recognition of the important role they play in teacher preparation
y appropriate weighting not always given by universities to evaluative feedback provided by co-operating
teachers
y insufficient structured opportunities for students to integrate their practicum experience with the
curriculum
y the difficulty in overcoming the barriers that exist for student teachers wishing to do their practicum in
rural schools
y concerns with the quality and unevenness of practicum supervision and the lack of direct involvement
of university faculty in the practicum supervision; most universities employ adjunct staff to conduct the
practicum supervision, but these individuals do not appear to be integrated sufficiently with the regular
faculty in order to ensure a consistency of expectations and development of practicum policy
y the lack of resources to support the practicum
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Many suggestions for improvement were made during consultations and through written submissions.
The Review Panel saw a number of creative solutions employed by universities to address some of these
issues, but they are not applied across all institutions.
For example, one university levies a practicum surcharge to students and redistributes the proceeds to
students who need assistance with travel to their placements. Another notion was to place two students
together in a single practicum placement to promote peer support, collaborative lesson preparation, and
peer as well as co-operating teacher evaluation. Teams of students might be more comfortable working in
rural placements where they might be housed in private homes or tourist accommodations that normally
close for the winter season. It might also ease the pressure on placements through a reduction in the
number required thus enabling school boards to better recruit and train exemplary teachers in cooperating roles. Incentives might be provided for pilot projects to facilitate the placement of student
teachers in rural areas or to recognize the excellent efforts already being employed.
Given the extent of concern over the quality of the practicum and the urgency attached to this issue, the
Review Panel recommends that
No. 8

the Minister of Education establish a task force to review practicum-related concerns and develop
recommendations to improve the quality of the practicum of the BEd program (The task force
should include representation from the key parties, including university and school board officials
engaged in the practicum placement process. Preferably, the chair would be an independent
appointee who is knowledgeable of university-based professional practice learning.)

Teacher Induction Programs
One of the expectations of the education system is that new teachers should be prepared to move
independently into their role as teachers. The Review Panel heard many concerns during its consultation
that there are gaps in pre-service teacher preparation and that school boards are required to fill these
gaps through in-service professional development. It is not reasonable to expect a beginning teacher to
be totally prepared, and the Review Panel feels that a period of induction and targeted support is required
as graduates transition into the field.
Some of the gaps in preparation are within the purview of universities and may be closed or eliminated by
teacher education institutions reviewing their BEd programs as outlined in Recommendation 7, but others
would be appropriately addressed through induction and mentoring in the early years of new teachers.
The Ontario College of Teachers (OCT) identifies new teacher induction as the second step in the
continuum of professional development, building on and complementing the first step of pre-service
education. The OCT cites classroom management and communication with parents as examples of areas
that can only be developed through actual concentrated experience in schools.
Induction programs are gaining momentum as an important element in the preparation of teachers. As
evidence of the need, the Northwest Territories’ induction program cites research indicating that 20
percent of teachers leave the profession within the first three years and that new teachers are more
influenced by their first year of teaching than by their pre-service education. The benefits of induction
programs for new teachers are generally identified as accelerated success and instructional
effectiveness, greater self-confidence, heightened job satisfaction, and improved personal and
professional well-being. Benefits for administrators are improved principal-teacher relationships, retention
of teachers, development of leadership potential of staff, and increased teacher collaboration.
A number of induction programs exist in Canada. Legislation in Ontario requires school boards to enrol
new teachers in the New Teachers Induction Program developed by the OCT. Basic funding is allocated
for this purpose, with supplementary funding available for boards depending on the number of new
teachers enrolled by a given board. A comprehensive induction program exists in the Northwest
Territories. Closer to home, School District 6 in New Brunswick has an induction program jointly funded
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by the New Brunswick Department of Education and the New Brunswick Teachers’ Association. As might
be expected, variations exist in content and methodology among induction programs; however, common
elements of most programs include orientation to the school and the school board, ongoing mentoring
that includes observation and planning, and shared involvement in regular professional learning activities
for all teachers.
The Review Panel is aware that efforts are currently under way in some school boards in Nova Scotia to
provide a formal induction experience; however, the Review Panel believes this important element of
teacher preparation is generally underdeveloped in the province.
Therefore, the Review Panel recommends that
No. 9

school boards, with support from the Department of Education and the Nova Scotia Teachers
Union, develop a resourced, province-wide induction program to support new teachers

Nova Scotian Universities Having Teacher Education Arrangements
with Universities outside the Province
Considerable political will was necessary to implement the changes recommended by the Shapiro Report
and reaffirmed by the Post-Shapiro report. The Review Panel feels there would need to be compelling
reasons to cause the Government of Nova Scotia to move away from the principles underlying these two
previous reports.
Since the implementation of the changes recommended by the Shapiro Report, considerable erosion of
policy has occurred and some of the basic principles underlying the rationalization of teacher education
have been compromised. Although some marginal attempts were made by the government to address
these policy concerns, the situation has worsened to the point where it severely threatens the balance
between labour market supply and demand.
Three universities in Nova Scotia have entered into arrangements with universities outside the province,
which undermines the basic precepts of the approach to rationalize teacher supply in the province. In
addition, the teacher education program at the University of Maine derives a substantial proportion of its
enrolment from students of Nova Scotia and New Brunswick.
Although the Review Panel was impressed by the creative approaches of the universities that have
developed arrangements with institutions outside the province, it recognizes as well the negative impact
these arrangements have for the policy intent of the government. The Review Panel offers the following
discussion and recommendations for the government’s consideration:

University of Maine
The Review Panel has been made aware of a number of concerns regarding the education programs
offered at the Fort Kent and Presque Isle campuses of the University of Maine. These relate to the
selection processes and admission standards, responsiveness to the labour market needs of Nova
Scotia, curriculum content and standards, and practicum processes.
Selection procedures for admission into the education programs at the University of Maine appear to be
less stringent than those at Nova Scotian universities with approved programs. The Review Panel was
informed that the University of Maine targets those students from Nova Scotia who were not able to
access Nova Scotian programs for whatever reason. In fact, one Nova Scotian university reported being
contacted on at least two occasions by one of the Maine campuses, asking for a list of candidates who
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applied to that university but were not accepted. The specific issue, related to the selection provisions
under an articulation agreement with Saint Mary’s University, will be discussed under the section that
follows.
Another significant area of concern relates to the lack of adherence and responsiveness to the specific
supply needs of Nova Scotia. The University of Maine has significantly increased its enrolment levels in
recent years and this has contributed to the oversupply of teachers in Nova Scotia. This is of particular
concern since the subject area backgrounds of the vast majority of the Maine graduates lead to
undergraduate majors in English and social studies, two teaching areas that are oversupplied in the Nova
Scotian labour market.
Curriculum concerns have also been raised with the Review Panel. These include the lack of emphasis
placed on the Nova Scotian public school curriculum in the content of Maine’s education program and the
manner in which Maine ensures that its graduates meet the 60-credit-hour requirement to receive Nova
Scotian certification. While these matters bear further investigation by the Department of Education, the
Review Panel has been advised that at least one of the University of Maine campuses awards
substantially more credits during an intercession than would be permitted by regulation in comparable
programs in Nova Scotia.
Finally, Nova Scotian students in the Maine education programs commonly return to the province for their
practicum, thereby competing with students from Nova Scotian universities for scarce practicum
placements. This is particularly evident in the Halifax Regional School Board, where 25 percent of the
available placements are taken up by Maine students, and is exacerbated further by Maine’s practice of
providing co-operating teachers with an honorarium. This is a significant challenge noted by the Nova
Scotian institutions in their pursuit of practicum placements for their students.
Taken together, these issues raise significant quality and supply management concerns that require
further investigation.

Saint Mary’s University in conjunction with the University of Maine
Saint Mary’s University, while expressing no desire to have a BEd program of its own, entered into an
articulation agreement with the University of Maine. The Review Panel has three major concerns with
regard to this arrangement.
First, this agreement guarantees admission into the Maine teacher education program for any Saint
Mary’s student who has met the graduation requirements and attained a passing grade in two educationrelated courses offered through the Liberal Arts faculty. The lack of screening of candidates for admission
into the professional program is of concern, particularly in light of the more thorough selection practices of
Nova Scotian universities with approved programs.
Second, the Review Panel has concerns that two of the courses taken by Saint Mary’s students through
their undergraduate degree may also be counted toward their post-baccalaureate education program at
the University of Maine. Third, there are some indications that these two courses may serve to reduce the
practicum requirement associated with the education program. If this is the case, the Review Panel
questions whether the practicum requirements for certification are being fulfilled. These matters need
further investigation by the Department of Education.
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Cape Breton University in conjunction with Memorial University
Cape Breton University has entered into an arrangement with Memorial University of Newfoundland and
Labrador whereby students can enrol in Memorial University’s BEd program but take their courses at
Cape Breton University. These courses are taught primarily by part-time faculty, by practitioners from the
local school board, and by Cape Breton University faculty from other disciplines who are contracted to
Memorial University and teach in the BEd program as an overload, or through distance education courses
originating in Newfoundland. The program is 16 months in duration. Memorial graduates are first licensed
in the home province of the university granting the degree in this case Newfoundland and Labrador and
are eligible for certification in Nova Scotia upon application. As is the case with the University of Maine,
most of the graduates of the Memorial University/Cape Breton University program have undergraduate
majors in English and social studies, which further contributes to the current oversupply in these areas.
The Review Panel believes that by offering its BEd program in this way, Memorial is adversely affecting
the objective of the Government of Nova Scotia to manage labour market supply and demand. As well,
this partnership with Memorial University strains the ability of universities with approved programs to find
practicum placements for their students.

Dalhousie University in conjunction with Memorial University
Dalhousie University has recently made a public announcement of its intention to enter into an
arrangement with Memorial University of Newfoundland, that is similar to the one at Cape Breton
University. The Review Panel regards this development as a further erosion of the government’s ability to
effectively manage supply and demand.
The supply of teachers far exceeds the absorptive capacity of the Nova Scotian public education system.
As exhibited in the table below, the number of certificates issued each year to graduates of non-Nova
Scotian institutions has risen by 25 percent in the last two years.
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Table 2
Nova Scotian Teacher Certificates Issued (by Location of Educational Institution)
2002
NS institutions

2003

2004

2005

2006

Acadia

127

121

123

120

128

MSVU

127

135

135

129

120

St. FX

116

106

91

101

98

U S-A

21

12

17

14

24

TOTAL NS INSTITUTIONS

391

374

366

364

370

Other Atlantic
institutions

NB

68

102

74

108

109

NL (Memorial)

31

35

41

112

88

PEI (UPEI)

15

20

12

22

27

TOTAL

114

157

127

242

224

Other Canadian institutions

126

116

135

159

135

University of Maine

130

86

115

192

230

Other US institutions

8

9

24

15

24

Other countries

14

13

26

35

46

INSTITUTIONS OUTSIDE NS

392

381

427

643

659

TOTAL # of new certifications

783

755

793

1,007

1,029

The Review Panel recognizes that Nova Scotia cannot regulate policies governing the practices in other
jurisdictions. However, through bilateral discussions at the senior level, some progress may be made.
Therefore, the Review Panel recommends that
No. 10 discussions at the ministerial level be held between the governments of Nova Scotia and
Newfoundland and Labrador regarding the practice of universities offering programs outside their
own jurisdictions, which compromise the policy directions of the receiving province
No. 11 the Registrar of Teacher Certification reassess the education program at the University of Maine
to ensure that certification requirements are being met
No. 12 the Minister of Education advise Saint Mary’s University of the government’s policy of regulating
teacher supply and its continued support for the rationalization of the BEd program in four
institutions in Nova Scotia and request that Saint Mary’s consider a discontinuation of the
articulation agreement with the University of Maine
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No. 13 Nova Scotian school boards give priority in the allocation of practicum places to students from
approved BEd programs offered by institutions in Nova Scotia
No. 14 the Minister of Education advise Dalhousie University of the government’s policy of regulating
teacher supply and its continued support for the rationalization of the BEd program in four
institutions in Nova Scotia and request that Dalhousie consider a discontinuation of the
arrangement with Memorial University
No. 15 the Minister of Education introduce legislation to provide the Minister with explicit authority that
requires ministerial approval for any Nova Scotian university intending to introduce BEd programs
directly or through articulated agreements with other universities (This approval would assist the
province in managing the supply of teachers.)
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Pro Forma Certification of Teachers in the Atlantic Region
The Review Panel was asked, as part of its mandate, to recommend a process that would lead to pro
forma certification of teachers who graduate from Atlantic universities with approved teacher education
programs. Through its consultations with the Nova Scotia Teachers Union and the Minister’s Advisory
Committee on Teacher Certification, the Review Panel was made aware of a number of aspects relating
to this mandate item.
Several years ago the Nova Scotia Department of Education approached its Maritime counterparts to
consider a proposal to merge the teacher certification functions to support one certifying body for the
region. There was no support at that time for the proposal. However, the provinces entered into three
memoranda of understanding that outlined the certification levels that graduates would receive in moving
from one province to another. Even with these agreements, graduates seeking certification from another
province must still submit their credentials to the new province for certification.
The Minister’s Advisory Committee on Teacher Certification noted that pro forma certification would
benefit teacher education graduates because it would necessitate the completion of only one application
package and one set of fees for processing. Disadvantages were also highlighted, including the loss of
jurisdictional flexibility to adjust certification requirements and perhaps less ability for the registrar to fasttrack certification in cases where school boards wish to hire a graduate more quickly than normal
processing would permit.
The Review Panel feels that a plan to pursue pro forma certification for the Atlantic region continues to
have merit. It appears that at the bureaucratic level there has been limited interest in pursuing this model.
As a result, the Review Panel notes that it might be prudent to have discussions at the ministerial level
through the Council of Atlantic Ministers of Education and Training.
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Progress Made in Addressing Other Issues Raised in the
Post-Shapiro Report
A number of the recommendations in the Post-Shapiro Report have been raised throughout the Review
Panel’s recommendations. However, there are others that have not been addressed through this review
process. In considering the progress made on the Post-Shapiro recommendations, the Review Panel
wishes to make the following comments:
Post-Shapiro Recommendation 4 suggested that the four universities with approved BEd programs
initiate external reviews of their programs. This recommendation has not been implemented. Implicit in
this recommendation is the advancement of a system-wide quality assurance program. Efforts to develop
a new quality assurance program inclusive of external review procedures have been undertaken by the
Maritime Provinces Higher Education Commission (MPHEC) and may provide a tool for universities to
further pursue this objective.
Post-Shapiro Recommendation 13 called upon the government to establish an annual fund of $100,000
to encourage concrete proposals for program modifications to achieve higher levels of enrolment from the
African Nova Scotian and Mi’kmaq populations. This fund was never established; however, at least two
institutions have undertaken specific measures to increase enrolment by these under-represented
populations. The Review Panel stresses the importance of continuing these efforts and endorses the
recommendation to provide targeted funding to support the universities who have developed specific
programs or cohorts for these populations.
Post-Shapiro Recommendation 25 urged universities with approved BEd programs to develop a joint
doctoral program in education with funding to accommodate up to six students per year. The Review
Panel’s discussions with the Inter-University Committee on Teacher Education regarding this issue have
been encouraging. An innovative, research-focused, collaboratively-staffed doctoral program is under
development by the four institutions. The program proposal will be presented to the senates of each of
the four institutions and then forwarded to the MPHEC if approved at the institution level. The Review
Panel endorses the continuation of the efforts of the Inter-University Committee on Teacher Education to
address this issue and congratulates them on the recent progress.
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Other Issues Raised in the Course of Consultations
Cape Breton University’s Proposal to Deliver a BEd Program
A proposal was received from Cape Breton University to launch its own BEd program. As noted earlier,
Cape Breton University presently has an arrangement with Memorial University to offer the Memorial
program on the Cape Breton University campus in Sydney. Cape Breton University views the present
arrangement with Memorial as temporary and with some drawbacks. The program can only be offered at
the secondary level, and the control of the program rests entirely with Memorial. Students at Cape Breton
University feel little affiliation with Memorial.
The proposal cited a number of advantages, including strong support from the local school board and
surrounding community, accessibility for students in the Sydney area, Cape Breton University’s strong
relationship with the Aboriginal community, regional economic development importance, and the blend of
instructors from both university faculty and practitioners from the Cape Breton-Victoria Regional School
Board. This proposal would also allow Cape Breton University to expand its program breadth.
While the Review Panel was impressed by the energy and commitment displayed by Cape Breton
University, the program proposal does not meet the foundational objective of carefully managing teacher
supply. The current oversupply of teachers in the province would be increased by adding a BEd program
at Cape Breton University, contributing to the negative effects of teacher oversupply already identified.
Cape Breton University’s suggestion that the corridors not be increased overall but that the universities
with approved programs “donate” places from their corridors is not endorsed by the Review Panel as a
viable policy option.
The issue of accessibility is tempered by the substantial number of students from Cape Breton who
attend Nova Scotian universities approved to offer BEd programs and the University of Maine education
program. For example, over the period from 2004 to 2006, there were 155 graduates of a CBU
undergraduate program who enrolled in the BEd program at those institutions.
Cape Breton University has expressed a wish to serve the Aboriginal community with its proposed BEd
program. The preparation of Aboriginal teachers for both band and public schools has been successfully
accomplished at St. Francis Xavier, which has undertaken a variety of carefully tailored initiatives to
recruit, support and retain to graduation Aboriginal students. Their success is reflected in the 41
Aboriginal students who have graduated from their education program since 2000, and in addition, the 22
students St. Francis Xavier has currently enrolled in the BEd program that is being offered to Mi’kmaq on
reserve.
Based on consideration of the issues raised above, the Review Panel does not endorse the proposal
advanced by Cape Breton University.
Therefore, the Review Panel recommends that
No. 16 the proposal by Cape Breton University to deliver its own BEd program not be approved
and further recommends that
No. 17 the Minister of Education advise Cape Breton University of the government’s policy of regulating
teacher supply and its continued support for the rationalization of the BEd program in four
institutions in Nova Scotia and request that Cape Breton University consider a discontinuation of
the arrangement with Memorial University
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Proposal Received from the Council on Mi’kmaq Education
The Review Panel received a request from the Council on Mi’kmaq Education to consider recommending
the introduction of a required course on Mi’kmaq history and culture as part of the teacher education
program. The Review Panel was impressed with the preparation and commitment of the Council on
Mi’kmaq Education in presenting its views and its focus on eliminating systemic racism in the Nova
Scotian education system and in the province.
Providing direction in response to this proposal is outside of the mandate of the Review Panel. However,
the Review Panel notes that it would be beneficial for the Inter-University Committee on Teacher
Education and the Council on Mi’kmaq Education to discuss ways of ensuring that graduates have an
understanding of the Mi’kmaq history and culture in Nova Scotia.

More Rigorous Selection Criteria and Admission Standards
Throughout the Review Panel’s consultations, the issue of how candidates are selected for admission to
BEd programs was raised by many groups. The careful selection of candidates is an important
consideration closely related to the issue of quality. Both the McKinsey report and the Levine study cite
the rigorous selection of candidates for teaching as one hallmark of exemplary education systems. High
admission standards are characteristic of many other established professions. The Review Panel heard
the view from some that anyone wishing to become a teacher should be granted admission into a
program and that criteria used by universities with approved BEd programs are too stringent, forcing
Nova Scotian students to seek their credentials at institutions outside the province. The Review Panel
does not endorse this view and supports maintaining rigorous standards, limited enrolment in the teacher
education professional program, and admitting only the highest qualified candidates.
Nova Scotian universities with approved BEd programs currently make efforts to carefully select
candidates for admission by including criteria such as their grade point average, related work or volunteer
experience, written essays expressing their reasons for wishing to become a teacher, and performance in
an interview. However, there is some variation in these procedures across institutions, and the Review
Panel believes more can be done to standardize and expand admission procedures. Top-performing
educational systems use additional measures to assess teacher education candidates, including
numeracy and literacy skills, communication and interpersonal skills, attitudes toward children, and
motivation to teach.
While this issue is somewhat beyond its mandate, the Review Panel wishes to raise these concerns and
encourage those involved in teacher education to give serious consideration to establishing provincial
BEd entrance criteria before university selection procedures are applied, and assessing candidates’
qualifications before granting entrance to the teaching profession, similar to the processes used in other
professions.
Therefore, the Review Panel recommends that
No. 18 the Minister create a committee to examine the development of a standardized assessment
against agreed upon criteria as a component of the Nova Scotia teacher certification process
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Labour Market Outcomes of Teacher Education Graduates
While a great deal of information is available on the supply and demand of teachers in the Nova Scotian
educational system, data on the labour market outcomes of graduates from the Nova Scotian BEd is not
as readily available. To support accountability, efficacy, and policy development in teacher education, and
to facilitate the work of a Minister’s Advisory Council on Teacher Education, the Review Panel suggests
that a follow-up survey of BEd graduates be implemented on a biennial basis to determine their labour
market experiences two years after graduation and that the results of this research be made available to
the Minister’s Advisory Council on Teacher Education, Nova Scotian universities, high schools, parents,
and the general public.
Therefore, the Review Panel recommends that
No. 19 the Department of Education develop a communications strategy to alert high school and
university students and their parents of the current labour market realities for prospective
teachers
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CHAPTER 5
SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS
The Review Panel acknowledges that there are a number of agencies that have an interest and a
significant role to play in teacher education in Nova Scotia. In order to reflect this reality, the Review
Panel’s recommendations are summarized below, with an indication of the agency that would be involved
in the implementation of the recommendation.

Table 3
Summary of Recommendations (by Agency Involvement)
Recommendation

1) Minister’s Advisory Council on Teacher
Education

Universities

School
boards

Department of
Education

Nova Scotia
Teachers Union

X

X

X

X

2) Maintain present enrolment corridors

X

3) Fully fund St. FX corridor

X

4) Compressed delivery options

X

5) Université Sainte-Anne integrated BEd

X

X

6) Acadia integrated BSc/BEd

X

X

7) Theoretical/applied balance in BEd
curriculum via MACTE

X

X

X

X

8) Practicum task force

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

9) New teacher induction program
10) Ministerial level discussions with
jurisdictions re. BEd

X

11) Review of Maine program

X

12) SMU/Maine agreement

X

13) Practicum placement priority

X

X

14) Dalhousie/MUN arrangement

X

15) Introduce new legislation

X

16) CBU BEd Proposal

X

17) CBU/MUN arrangement

X

18) Standard assessment as part of teacher
certification

X

19) Communicate labour market realities

X

X

X
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APPENDICES
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APPENDIX A
UNIVERSITY QUESTIONNAIRE

DEMOGRAPHIC DATA
1. Please provide a list of current faculty, full and part time, teaching in your BEd program including
their academic credentials and current and recent research activities.
2. What proportion of your BEd program was taught by part time or adjunct faculty during the
academic year 2006-2007?
3. Please provide a description of your BEd program including, in a summarized fashion, the
curriculum requirements for elementary and secondary levels and specialist areas. Please
indicate which courses are compulsory and which are elective.
4. Please describe your admission criteria and procedures
5. What are the enrolment figures for your BEd program by year for 2000-2006? Please identify the
number of students from underrepresented groups including, but not limited to, Aboriginal people
and African-Nova Scotian people.
6. What is the ratio of the number of eligible applicants to your BEd program by year to the number
of those accepted for the period 2000-2006?
7. Please use the following table to provide a breakdown of your BEd enrolments by year for the
period 2003-2006 by institutions from which the students received their undergraduate degree.
8.
Table 1
BEd Enrolment By Source
Year

Acadia

CBU

Dal

Kings

MSVU

NSCAD

St. F.X.

SMU

U Ste.A

03
04
05
06

RESPONDING TO THE SYSTEM’S NEEDS
9. How has your institution responded to the Shapiro Report recommendation #4 regarding
underrepresented groups, specifically Aboriginal people and African-Nova Scotian people.
10. How does your program respond to the needs of today’s classrooms to ensure that graduates of
BEd programs are sufficiently exposed to the applied aspects of teaching? In replying please
make reference specifically to the following areas:
y differentiation of instruction and assessment
y classroom management
y integration of Information Technology to support teaching and learning
y knowing how and when to make effective use of a wide range of learning resources
y supporting students requiring adaptations and individualized program plans
y student learning assessment strategies
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y knowledge about literacy development and supporting literacy development across the
curriculum
y components and methodology of a balanced reading program
y elementary mathematics methodology
y classroom organizational strategies e.g., whole group, small group, triad, pair, individual
11. Using the table in Appendix A, please show how your BEd program meets the Nova Scotia
Department of Education Teacher Certification Standards by indicating the course number(s) and
proportion of the course devoted to the corresponding certification item.
12. How have you responded to the Post Shapiro Report recommendation to introduce flexibility to
the delivery of the 60 credit BEd program?
13. How have you responded to the shortages of teachers in certain subject areas such as French,
mathematics and some sciences?
14. Have you initiated any discussions since 2000 with the Department of Education or school boards
as to needed curriculum changes in your BEd program. If so what have been the results?
15. Have you initiated any discussions since 2000 with the Department of Education, NSSBA, NSTU,
or school boards regarding gaps in professional development opportunities that your institution
might assist in meeting? If so what have been the results?

THE PRACTICUM
16. Please describe the duration and calendar timing of the practicum component of your BEd
program, current procedures for arranging practicum placements and the process for assessing
students’ performance during their placement.
17. What issues do you see facing the practicum component of your BEd program?
18. What suggestions do you have for improving the practicum experience for students?

PROGRAM ASSESSMENT
19. How do you assess the efficacy of your BEd program?
20. Do you have any formal mechanism for tracking your BEd graduates? If so, what information do
you have for the years 2003-2006 on the numbers of BEd graduates employed and the location
of their employment.
21. What do you consider the greatest strengths of your BEd program?
22. What shortcomings and pressing issues in your BEd program need to be addressed? What
progress has been made in these areas?

GRADUATE PROGRAMS
23. What are the enrolment figures for your MEd program for 2000-2006 by specialization.
24. What action has your institution taken to make your graduate program’s areas of specialization
more geographically accessible?
25. What action has your institution taken with regard to the development of a co-operative doctoral
program?

GENERAL
26. Are there any other issues, concerns or advice concerning teacher education in the province you
wish to share with the panel?
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APPENDIX to University Questionnaire
Please complete this table by indicating the university course(s), workshop(s), practicum or other means
whereby your program addresses the Teacher Certification Standards of the province of Nova Scotia.
Certification Item

Univ course,
workshop,
practicum, other

Proportion per
item

The Context of Public Education
1.1 knowledge of the historical, philosophical and
sociological foundations of education
1.2 knowledge of racial, cultural and linguistic
composition of public school classrooms
1.3 knowledge of gender and sexuality, anti-racism,
and multicultural issues

1.4 knowledge of the legal/legislative framework for
public education
1.5 the ability to apply the above knowledge to the
resolution of conflict among individuals and between
individuals and institutions
Human Development and the Learning Process
2.1 knowledge of the processes by which
individuals acquire knowledge, skills and attitudes
2.2 knowledge of issues related to the
education of children with special needs
2.3 knowledge of psychology which includes a focus in
child development (for elementary certification) or
adolescent development (for secondary
certification)
The Act of Teaching
3.1 knowledge of practices which promote studentcentered learning
3.2 knowledge of school programs and courses
of study—rationale, objectives and content
3.3 knowledge of research relative to effective teaching
practice
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Required or
compulsory

Certification Item

Univ course,
workshop,
practicum, other

Proportion per
item

3.4 knowledge of, and the ability to use, a variety of
teaching resources
3.5 knowledge of, and the ability to implement, a wide
range of teaching strategies, especially those which
emphasize the use of higher-mental processes
3.6 knowledge of procedures involved in the process of
academic planning and the ability to apply such
procedures to the development of short and long-term
instructional plans
3.7 knowledge of, and the ability to implement,
assessment, evaluation, and reporting procedures
appropriate to a wide range of learners
3.8 knowledge of factors that influence classroom
dynamics and the ability to apply such knowledge to
the establishment of a classroom atmosphere that is
conducive to learning (knowledge of factors related to
motivation and classroom management are particularly
significant)
3.9 knowledge of the ways that the children’s
literature can be used to enhance literacy and learning
(elementary only)
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Required or
compulsory

Certification Item

Univ course,
workshop,
practicum, other

Proportion per
item

Required or
compulsory

The Professional Context
4.1 the ability to establish and maintain positive
interpersonal relationships with students, parents,
colleagues and other members of the educational
community
4.2 the ability to formulate and articulate a clear
personal philosophy of education
4.3 the ability to be guided by the philosophical
approach of the Department of Education
4.4 the ability to analyse and reflect on education
practice
4.5 the recognition that teacher education is a
career-long process during which the teacher
identifies and responds to individual strengths and
limitations through professional growth
4.6 knowledge of the role of professional
organizations in the support and advancement of
teachers and the teaching profession
4.7 knowledge of the role that school boards play in
support of teachers’ professional growth
4.8 knowledge of the role that the Department of
Education plays in support of teachers’ professional
growth
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APPENDIX B
Nova Scotia Public Education Teacher Supply and Demand 2007 Update Report:
Executive Summary
Purpose
This study updates the previous research study, Nova Scotia Public Education Teacher Supply and
Demand, completed in 2004. This update provides a revised outlook for public education teacher supply
and demand. The update is based on the most current data relating to the Nova Scotia labour market for
teachers.
Demand for Teachers in Nova Scotia
The overall number of teachers (noted in full-time equivalents, or FTEs) is not projected to decline
significantly. The number of teacher FTEs is projected to decline overall by 729, or 7.9 percent, from
2005–06 (9196 FTEs) to 2014–15 (8467 FTEs).
At current levels, the ratio of the number of students per teacher is expected to decrease due to a
projected 15.8 percent decrease in student enrolments.
There is a projected net demand of 3319 new teachers between 2006–07 and 2014–15 to partially
replace teachers who
y retire or leave due to disability (estimated at 3334)
y leave public education due to occupational mobility, such as working in other jurisdictions or leaving the
labour force (estimated at 666)
y die (estimated at 45)
Supply of Teachers
The new supply of teachers (qualified new entrants in Nova Scotia public education who are likely to seek
teaching positions in the province) is estimated to average 1000 per year through 2014–15.
Annual supply includes 333 Nova Scotians who graduate from teacher education programs in the
province who are likely to stay in Nova Scotia to work. Assuming this supply will continue in future years,
there will not be an aggregate shortage of teachers in Nova Scotia, but some rural and other geographic
areas across the province may experience difficulties attracting teachers, especially in specific subjects
and specialties.
Substitute Teacher Labour Market
In 2005–06, there were 2617 active substitute teachers, representing a teaching effort of 845 FTEs. Both
numbers have increased steadily over the last nine years.
The probability of substitute teachers becoming regular teachers is low. For example, of the substitute
teachers active in 2000–01, by 2005–06 only 23 percent had obtained probationary/permanent positions
and 16.8 percent had obtained term positions. Attrition of substitute teachers is approximately 21 percent
each year.
Integrated View of Teacher Supply and Demand
The effective substitute teacher pool is expected to decline from 3384 in 2006–07 to 3042 in 2014–15.
The substitute teacher labour force will likely be sufficient to meet overall demand; however, there may be
some difficulties meeting demand in certain geographic areas and in particular subject areas. Specifically,
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a significant proportion of all substitute teaching assignments were in the Halifax Regional School Board
last year. Other regions of the province, and particularly rural and smaller school boards, have reported
difficulty in finding substitutes. Further, although this report did not undertake an analysis of substitute
teacher endorsation by school level (elementary or secondary), school boards indicate that often a
majority of available substitute teachers are endorsed at the elementary level and may be reluctant to
accept assignments at the junior and senior high levels.
Supply and Demand by Subject and Specialty Area
Overall, demand by subject and specialty area is projected to be higher between 2006–07 and 2010–11
compared to between 2011–12 and 2014–15. Demand is projected to be highest for elementary grades,
administration, and resource. Other subjects in higher demand include English, social studies,
mathematics, science, and fine arts.
The supply of newly certified teachers has increased over the past two years but is not evenly distributed
across all subject areas. The largest increases in supply have been for teachers with a major in English,
social studies, sciences, and business education. There has been a relatively smaller increase in the
number of newly certified teachers with a major in biology, while other subject areas, such as fine arts,
technology education, physical education, and physics show some decreases.
An analysis of demand and supply by subject area shows surpluses in English and social studies, and
smaller surpluses in mathematics, biology, chemistry, physics, and business education. If this trend
continues, there should not be a shortage in these subjects, although the market is tight for physics. The
market is also tight for physical education, fine arts, and family studies. There will likely be a shortage in
technology education.
Conclusion
Nova Scotia has seen significant growth in the number of teachers being certified each year. If the supply
of teachers remains unchanged, there will be adequate supply to meet our overall demand. However,
there are concerns with respect to a significant oversupply. It is also recognized that the availability of
teachers is not spread evenly across the province.
The status of the teacher labour market in Nova Scotia has improved since the 2004 update report in
terms of addressing subject area shortages. However, there is a potential shortage in technology
education and a tight market in physics, physical education, fine arts, family studies, and French. There is
also a possibility that some geographical areas in the province may have difficulties in recruiting teachers
in particular subject areas.
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APPENDIX C
Society for the Advancement of Excellence in Education Survey Report: Selected Tables
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APPENDIX D
School Board Discussion Guide
This Guide outlines a series of questions that School Boards may wish to consider as they prepare for
their input into the Review of Teacher Education. Please note that while the following list of areas of
inquiry may be helpful to school boards in preparing for their input into the Review of Teacher Education,
boards are encouraged to raise any issues, comments or concerns related to the mandate of the Review
Panel. Boards are NOT required to prepare written responses to each of the question below. These
questions are meant as a guide only.
Adequacy of BEd Graduate Preparation
In your view, how well prepared are students graduating from Nova Scotia institutions to respond to the
needs of today’s classrooms.
More specifically, have the graduates been sufficiently exposed to the following applied aspects of
teaching:
a.

differentiation of instruction and assessment

b.

classroom management

c.

integration of Information Technology to support teaching and learning

d.

knowing how and when to make effective use of a wide range of learning resources

e.

supporting students requiring adaptations and individualized program plans

f.

student learning assessment strategies

g.

knowledge about literacy development and supporting literacy development across the curriculum

h.

components and methodology of a balanced reading program

i.

elementary mathematics methodology

j.

classroom organizational strategies e.g., whole group, small group, triad, pair, individual

How do they compare with graduates from other institutions in Canada?
Are there differences among Nova Scotia institutions? Please be specific.
Teacher Certification in Nova Scotia outlines an extensive list of course requirements or areas of
knowledge that graduates of teacher education programs are required to have in order to obtain
certification in Nova Scotia. Please review this list and indicate if you feel Nova Scotia institution
adequately prepare students in each of these areas. Please indicate if your comments apply to specific
institutions. See attached Appendix A.
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In your view, are there gaps in the teacher education curriculum or areas where new graduates are
under-prepared to meet the challenges of today’s classroom? Please be as specific as possible.
Enrolment and Admission Requirements
Are the criteria for admission into Nova Scotia teacher education programs appropriate? If no, in what
way should they be revised?
Are there particular concerns or issues related to the board’s ability to meet its labour market needs, for
example, teachers in particular subject areas or French-speaking teachers. How well have Nova Scotia
institutions responded to these needs?
How well is your board able to meet the need for teachers that represent the population served by the
board, for example teachers who are Aboriginal or African-Nova Scotian? How well have Nova Scotia
institutions responded to these needs?
Structure and Requirements of the BEd program
Do you feel that Nova Scotia should change to way the B. Ed program is delivered? If yes, in what way?
What would be the benefits of these changes? What would be potential losses associated with these
changes?
Should Nova Scotia increase the flexibility in the delivery of the BEd program? If yes, what options should
be considered?
Is the 60-credit requirement appropriate or should Nova Scotia consider changing the number of credits
required for completion of the BEd program, and in what way?
Consultation and Partnerships with Nova Scotia Institutions offering the BEd program
What opportunities have you had to interact with Nova Scotia institutions offering the BEd program? What
was the focus of these interactions and have they been fruitful?
Have you initiated or engaged in any recent discussions with Nova Scotia universities as to needed
curriculum changes in the BEd program? If so what have been the results?
Do you feel a formal consultation mechanism would be useful to ensure the relevancy of the BEd
program in Nova Scotia? If yes, please describe who would be involved and their roles/responsibilities,
the format of interaction, frequency of discussion, possible discussion topics, reporting requirements, etc.
Student Practicum
What issues do you see facing the practicum component of the BEd programs at Nova Scotia
institutions?
What suggestions do you have for improving the practicum experience for students?
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Induction of New Teachers
Do you currently have formal procedures for induction of new teachers into your board? If yes, please
describe.
What are the key program elements that need to be present in an effective induction program?
Do you think Nova Scotia would benefit from a formal induction program for new teachers? What could
such a program look like? Are there any models that you feel are particularly effective?
Program Assessment
What do you consider the greatest strengths of the BEd program in Nova Scotia institutions?
What shortcomings and pressing issues in the BEd program need to be addressed? What progress has
been made in these areas?
General
Are there any other issues, concerns or advice concerning teacher education in the province you wish to
share with the panel?
School Board Guide Appendix A: Teacher Certification Standards of the Province of Nova Scotia
The Context of Public Education
1.1

knowledge of the historical, philosophical and sociological foundations of education

1.2

knowledge of racial, cultural and linguistic composition of public school classrooms

1.3

knowledge of gender and sexuality, anti-racism, and multicultural issues

1.4

knowledge of the legal/legislative framework for public education

1.5

the ability to apply the above knowledge to the resolution of conflict among individuals and
between individuals and institutions

Human Development and the Learning Process
2.1

knowledge of the processes by which individuals acquire knowledge, skills and attitudes

2.2

knowledge of issues related to the education of children with special needs

2.3

knowledge of psychology which includes focus in child development (for elementary certification)
or adolescent development (for secondary certification)

The Act of Teaching
3.1

knowledge of practices which promote student-centered learning

3.2

knowledge of school programs and courses of study — rationale, objectives and content

3.3

knowledge of research relative to effective teaching practice

3.4

knowledge of, and the ability to use, a variety of teaching resources
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3.5

knowledge of, and the ability to implement, a wide range of teaching strategies, especially those
which emphasize the use of higher-mental processes

3.6

knowledge of procedures involved in the process of academic planning and the ability to apply
such procedures to the development of short and long-term instructional plans

3.7

knowledge of, and the ability to implement, assessment, evaluation, and reporting procedures
appropriate to a wide range of learners

3.8

knowledge of factors that influence classroom dynamics and the ability to apply such knowledge
to the establishment of a classroom atmosphere that is conducive to learning (knowledge of
factors related to motivation and classroom management are particularly significant)

3.9

knowledge of the ways that the children’s literature can be used to enhance literacy and learning
(elementary only)

The Professional Context
4.1

the ability to establish and maintain positive interpersonal relationships with students, parents,
colleagues and other members of the educational community

4.2

the ability to formulate and articulate a clear personal philosophy of education

4.3

the ability to be guided by the philosophical approach of the Department of Education

4.4

the ability to analyse and reflect on education practice

4.5

the recognition that teacher education is a career-long process during which the teacher identifies
and responds to individual strengths and limitations through professional growth

4.6

knowledge of the role of professional organizations in the support and advancement of teachers
and the teaching profession

4.7

knowledge of the role that school boards play in support of teachers’ professional growth

4.8

knowledge of the role that the Department of Education plays in support of teachers’ professional
growth
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APPENDIX E
List Of Organizations That Provided Written Submissions
2007 Submissions to the Teacher Education Review Panel
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.

Michael Noonan, Acting Director & CEO, Nova Scotia Human Rights Commission
Wayn Hamilton, African Nova Scotian Affairs
Sheila Lucas-Cole, President, Black Educators Association of Nova Scotia
Grace Conrad, Chief & President, Native Council of Nova Scotia
Donald M. Julien, The Confederacy of Mainland Mi=kmaq
Bertram R. Tulk, Superintendent, Atlantic Provinces Special Education Authority
Annie Baert, Executive Director, Learning Disabilities Association of Nova Scotia
Isabel den Heyer, re special education issues in teacher education programs in Nova Scotia
Lorri Bower, A/Principal, Correctional Services, Department of Justice
Brigitte Neumann, Executive Director, Nova Scotia Advisory Council on the Status of Women
Judith F. Ferguson, Deputy Minister, Community Services
Norman Dray, President, Association of Nova Scotia Education Administration
John Lundy, President, Association of Canadian Deans of Education
Association of Canadian Deans of Education
Michael Knowles, President, School Administrators Association
Hélène LeBlond, Directrice Générale, Fédération des Parents Acadien
Anthony Stewart and Sandi Carmichael, Executive Co-directors, Nova Scotia Educational
Leadership Consortium
Danny Cavanagh, CUPE Nova Scotia
Mary-Lou Donnelly, President, Nova Scotia Teachers Union
Ron Brunton, Executive Staff Officer, Professional Initiatives, Nova Scotia Teachers Union
David MacKinnon, Director, School of Education, Acadia University
Lindsay Marshall, Associate Dean, Mi=kmaq College Institute, Cape Breton University
John Harker, President & Vice Chancellor, Cape Breton University
Alan Shaver, Vice-President Academic and Provost, Dalhousie University
Barry Rowe, ICTE Chair, Université Sainte-Anne
Chris Elson, Vice President, University of King=s College
David Piper, Faculty Member, Acadia University
Nova Scotia School Boards Association
Annapolis Valley Regional School Board
Tri-County Regional School Board
Conseil scolaire acadien provincial
Halifax Regional School Board
Cape Breton-Victoria Regional School Board
Chignecto-Central Regional School Board
Ms. Bianca Blair, SAC Co-Chair, South Colchester Academy
Gerald A. Post, SAC Chair, East Court Road Elementary School
WC Paulick, SAC Chair, Yarmouth Central School
Monique Hartlen, SAC Co-Chair, Inglis Street Elementary School
Robin Allen, SAC Chair, Brookhouse School
Leslie Ghanai, SAC Co-Chair, Prince Andrew High School
Randolph Corney, SAC Chair, Bell Park Academic Centre School Advisory Council
Margot Butler-Miller and Lisa Adams, SAC Co-Chairs, Westmount School
Melissa (Misty) McKay, SAC Chair, new Stewiacke Elementary School (name currently
awaiting approval)
Elaine Loney, SAC Chair, Bedford Junior High School
Christie Schellenberger, SAC Chair, Newcombville Elementary School
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46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.

Dave Plummer, SAC Chair, Kingswood Elementary School
Jacqueline Fitzgerald, SAC Chair, Sackville Heights Elementary School
Lee McCarron, SAC Chair, H.M. MacDonald Elementary School
Cindy Titus, SAC Chair, Islands Consolidated Schools
Steve Baskwill, SAC Chair, Lawrencetown Consolidated School
Tammy McMullin, SAC Chair, and Mr. Greg MacKay, Principal, Hillside Park Elementary
School
52. Tony Orlando, SAC Chair, Bridgetown Regional High School
53. Terry L. Bartlett-Visser, SAC Chair, Atlantic View Elementary School
54. Sharon Urquhart, SAC Chair, Felix Marchand Elementary and West Richmond Education
Centre
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APPENDIX F
Summary Of The Levine And McKinsey Reports
Educating School Teachers (Arthur Levine, 2006)
This study by Arthur Levine was published in 2006 and focused on the education of teachers in the
United States. This research was funded by the four major foundations and presents the results of a four
year study that was highly critical of teacher preparation programs. The primary recommendation for
improvement was that schools of education need to be transformed from ivory towers into professional
schools. According to Levine, the only way education schools can become excellent is to “... embrace the
reality that they are professional schools and refocus their work on the world of practice and
practitioners.” (p.104).
The main thrust of the report, however, is the identification of characteristics common to the nation’s
exemplary teacher education institutions. These are summarized below:
y recruitment of highly motivated students with the capacity to learn
y a commitment to excellence evidenced by a clear definition of what a teacher needs to know and be
able to do
y coherent, integrated, up to date curriculum reflecting the needs of today’s students and schools
y a faculty composed of high-quality academics and practitioners
y field experiences that form the crux of the program and are sustained, begin early and provide
immediate application of theory to real classroom situations
y A close connection between the teacher education program and the school systems in which the
students teach
y rigorous selection of co-operating teachers who are then supported professionally
y either high admission standards or high graduation standards or both
y regular self assessment and curricular improvement
The Panel believes these characteristics are highly relevant to teacher education institutions in Nova
Scotia.

How The World’s Best Performing School Systems Come Out On Top (McKinsey and Company,
September 2007)
The Review Panel reviewed a significant study that was recently released by McKinsey and Company.
This study was conducted under the auspices of the Organization of Economic Cooperation and
Development. The study sought to understand why some of the world’s educational systems perform
significantly better than most others and why some reforms succeed, when most others fail. More than
two dozen school systems in Asia, Europe, North America and the Middle East were identified as best
performers as determined by examining the results of the OECD Programme for International Student
Assessment (PISA), and through a comprehensive survey of the current literature and interviews with
over one hundred educational experts. Two groups of school systems were included, those identified by
PISA as in the top ten in the world and those that have implemented reforms that have significantly and
rapidly improved student outcomes. The conclusions drawn from the study are common to both groups.
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The first conclusion in the McKinsey report is that the top performing systems in the world have specific
policies in place to ensure that the right people become teachers. Although indirectly related to the
specific mandate of the Review Panel, it speaks directly to the quality of the education system and the
role of the teacher education institutions in this effort.
Top performing school systems have rigorous selection processes for teacher training applicants. For
example, candidates are drawn from the top 5% of the graduating cohort in South Korea, the top 10% in
Finland and the top 30% in Singapore and Hong Kong. In the United States programs such as the Boston
Teacher Residency, New York Teaching Fellows and the Chicago Teaching Fellows target graduates of
the top universities. Selection criteria that have proven to be effective relate to candidates’ levels of
literacy as measured by vocabulary and other standardized tests, academic achievement, communication
skills and motivation for teaching. A number of these successful jurisdictions implement state or
nationwide selection criteria.
Close monitoring of teacher supply and demand was cited as another characteristic of top performing
systems. Such systems either control directly entry to the teaching profession or limit the number of
places in teacher education programs. Oversupply means that graduates struggle to find employment
causing frustration and making the course less appealing to top students. Top performing systems have
elevated the status of the teaching profession by making entry to it a mark of excellence.
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